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Abstract. Knee alignment measurements are one of the most extended
indicators of knee-complex injuries such as anterior cruciate ligament
injury and patellofemoral pain syndrome. The Frontal Plane Projection
Angle (FPPA) is widely used as a 2-D estimation of knee alignment. However, traditional procedures to measure this angle suﬀer from practical
limitations, which leads to huge time investments when evaluating multiple subjects. This work presents a novel video analysis system aimed
at supporting experts in the dynamic measurement of the FPPA in a
cost-eﬀective and easy way. The system employs Kinect V2 depth sensor
to track reﬂective markers attached to the patient leg joints to provide
an automatic estimation of the angle formed by the hip, knee and ankle
joints. Information registered by the sensor is processed and managed by
a computer application that simpliﬁes expert’s work and expedites the
analysis of the test results.
Keywords: Knee alignment · Frontal Plane Projection Angle ·
Reﬂective markers · Anterior cruciate ligament · Patellofemoral pain
syndrome · Depth video · Kinect · 2-D analysis

1

Introduction

The knee alignment angle – also known as knee valgus – measured during
dynamic tasks is commonly used among the scientiﬁc community as a risk indicator of many biomechanical injuries and disorders related to leg joints. Altered
knee alignment seems to contribute to the occurrence of anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) injuries and patellofemoral pain syndrome (PFPS) [1,2]. A recent
study [3] also associates the midfoot mobility and the ankle joint dorsiﬂexion
range with the knee valgus angle. Furthermore, other studies [4,5] show that
the knee joint complex injuries are one of the most commonly occurring injuries
in a number of sports (Fig. 1), meaning long rehabilitation periods and, in the
worst-case scenario, the end of sport practice.
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Fig. 1. Distribution (percentages) of injuries by body part for games and practices for
15 sports [5].

In order to quantify knee alignment, Wilson et al. [6] introduced the Frontal
Plane Projection Angle (FPPA), presenting good within-day reliability (ICC1
= 0.88). The FPPA is the projection of the knee angle onto the frontal body
plane, resulting in the deviation of the hip-knee line from the knee-ankle line.
Subsequent researches [7–9] have demonstrated the relationship between FPPA
measurements and the previously mentioned injuries.
In the light of the present limitations of FPPA measurement methods and
the signiﬁcant results that can be extracted from them, as well as the potential of
digital technologies, this work presents a novel automatic video analysis system
intended to support experts in the dynamic measurement not only of FPPA,
but also of any biomechanics 2-D angle with an inexpensive, easy-to-use, singlecamera solution. In order to calculate the FPPA value, the system makes use
of reﬂective markers placed on desired subject’s body joints, and tracks them
through a depth sensor. All the information registered is processed by a computer
application, which aims to support and simplify expert’s normal routine, helping
to mitigate human errors – thus increasing precision – and accelerate the analysis
of the results. This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents an overview
of the state-of-the-art in methods to obtain FPPA values. In Sect. 3, fundamental
principles of most frequently used tests for evaluating the FPPA are outlined.
The proposed system is described in Sect. 4. The paper discussion is presented
in Sect. 5. Section 6 summarizes ﬁnal conclusions and highlights future work and
prospects of the system.

1

Intraclass correlation coeﬃcient.
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Related Work

To measure the angles of the lower limb joints, a great range of technologies
can be used. Nevertheless many of them present essential drawbacks, which
has motivated the development of this work. Inertial sensor-based systems
[10,11] get very accurate data of 3-D rotations and the relative positions of the
joints, but they involve having sensors and even wire connections attached to
the subject’s body, which results in movement restriction. Furthermore, another
main drawback of inertial sensors is non-deliberated sensor displacement during
dynamic tasks [12,13].
For those reasons, video analysis has become the main analysis method for
lower limb kinematics analysis. Powerful 3-D marker-based motion tracking video
systems are available, such as Vicon cameras [14] or Optotrak system [15], both
gold-standards in biomechanical analysis. However, despite their reliability and
accuracy, high ﬁnancial and spatial resources are needed [7], making the 3-D
video analysis not practical for most clinical settings, including the FPPA measurement.
Therefore, 2-D techniques, which employ less expensive, portable and easyto-use equipment, may be more useful. Many studies have introduced 2-D video
analysis of the FPPA measurement in a variety of tests and have contrasted
its validity against existing 3-D techniques [7,9]. Allan G. Munro et al. [8,16]
also showed the reliability of 2-D techniques when assessing knee injury risk
and established measurement error values for this type of analysis. They also
emphasized the need for further investigation on these screening tools. However,
it is worth considering that FPPA is not informative of true joint 3-D motion
[1,7] and cannot determine joint rotations – only 23 % to 30 % of their variation.
Nevertheless, although 2-D analysis is not a substitute for 3-D measurements of
lower limb kinematics, the previously mentioned researches demonstrated it to
be useful for screening knee-joint FPPA to identify high-risk injury subjects.
Current systems based on 2-D analysis present an important limitation: they
are based on oﬄine video analysis with software tools, where experts have to
manually plot the joint markers on freeze video frames. Oﬄine video analysis
demands huge time expenses, and increase human-made errors due to video
freezing at correct frames and marker positioning. The proposed system tries to
cope with this limitation, oﬀering an automatic tracking system which provides
real-time FPPA computing and processing, with no need for oﬄine analysis.
In order to achieve this, the Kinect V2 sensor has been used. This sensor provides accurate depth video frames which are used to track reﬂective markers
attached to the subject’s body. Moreover, due to its reduced cost and singlecamera portability, it accomplishes the desired requirements: easiness-of-use and
time-and-cost-eﬀectiveness in contrast to other high-end cameras.

3

Knee Alignment Measurement Tests

There exist a great range of tests on which knee alignment can be measured,
regardless of the physical condition of the assessed subject. The results obtained
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Fig. 2. SSL test procedure: (a) marker placing, (b) test start position, (c) test end
position with FPPA displayed

for a given patient help experts determine their status relative to the injuries
mentioned in Sect. 1 (ACL and PFPS).
Several functional tests to measure FPPA at dynamic conditions can be found
in the literature. Most-widely used ones are single leg squat (SLS) [6,7,17],
drop vertical jump (DVJ) [2], drop landing (DL) [18] and single leg landing
(SLL) [19], as they simulate real movements and interactions produced during
sport practice. During those tests, a health professional ought to determine the
start of the execution, and its end based on some previously established criteria.
In this work, the SLL test has been implemented, due to its promptness and
simplicity, saving time to experts and making it easier for subjects to understand
the procedure. In order to perform the test, the method proposed in [18] is
followed and explained in the following paragraphs.
As explained in [20], unilateral landings are a more common ACL injury
mechanism than bilateral landings. In order to simulate the landings encountered
during athletic participation, the SLL test requires the subject to perform a
unilateral step landing task (Figs. 2b, c). This involves stepping oﬀ a 30-cmhigh bench landing with the opposite leg onto a mark positioned 30 cm from
the bench, and holding on the position for at least 2 s. During the test, subjects
have to keep the hands on their hips and ensure that the contralateral leg makes
no contact with any other surface. The sensor is placed at the subject’s knee
level, 2 m away from the landing target and aligned perpendicular to the frontal
plane. It is recommended to perform various landings with each leg, and the
ﬁnal FPPA value should be measured based on them – e.g. the average value.
While the bench height, the landing target separation and the sensor height are
recommended indications for a correct test performance, the markers should be
strictly placed on the anatomic points described in the next paragraph to obtain
a reliable FPPA measurement.
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Three reﬂective markers are attached at the anatomic points proposed in [6]
(Fig. 2a): (i) Anterior Superior Iliac spine, (ii) middle of tibiofemoral joint and
(iii) middle of ankle mortise. The markers alignment draws two lines, whose
frontal projected angle is recorded as FPPA. It is measured at the maximum
ﬂexing point. If the knee moves to the subject’s sagittal plane, it is known as
knee valgus; if it moves outside, it is known as knee varus [21].
According to the aforementioned scientiﬁc literature, there are some established normal FPPA values for men and women for SLL tests. Average FPPA
values for men are (± conﬁdence interval) values are 4.9 ± 3.5◦ . For women, values are signiﬁcantly higher, reaching 7.1 ± 2.5◦ . Likewise, those values should be
symmetrical for both legs in the range of 1–9◦ for males and 5–12◦ for females.

4

System Description

This work presents an innovative system to support practitioners during FPPA
measurement procedures. It consists of a depth sensor, which captures video
frames and tracks the position of three reﬂective markers placed on the subject’s body, and a computer application that processes the data on-the-ﬂy and
stores them, oﬀering experts the opportunity to obtain real-time FPPA values
and analyse them. In the following, key features of the system are thoroughly
described.
This system has been designed to operate on the depth data provided by
the Kinect V2 sensor. Although Kinect is well-known for being a markerless
system, some researches demonstrate that Kinect’s pose estimation algorithm is
not accurate enough for quantitative and precise clinical applications [22,23]. To
solve this issue, reﬂective markers are used. These markers not only give experts
certainty that the system is tracking exactly the desired points but also allow for
tracking points that are not joints – for instance, the breastbone. Nevertheless,
as it will be explained in the next subsection, Kinect’s pose estimation algorithm
is used to avoid tracking any reﬂective element in scene that is not a marker.
4.1

Reflective Marker Tracking

Based on the aforementioned test procedure, marker tracking is one of the main
tasks of the current work. Using normal color cameras would force us to light
up the scene with external light sources, in detriment of the portability and
easiness-of-use objectives of the system. For this reason, the depth camera of
Kinect V2 sensor is used. It allows us to use the system in any light conditions.
The Kinect’s depth sensor is based on the time-of-ﬂight principle [24], it emits
an infrared (IR) pattern and captures the image simultaneously with a CMOS
camera that is ﬁtted with an IR-pass ﬁlter [25]. Its resolution is 512 × 424 pixels
and its depth range goes from 0.5 m to 8 m, losing accuracy farther than 4.5 m.
Sampling rate is 30 Hz. Each data frame is composed by a 512 × 424 array of
16-bit IR intensity values for each pixel [26], which are normalized to a scale
from 0 to 1, thus removing light of external light sources and allowing us to get
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the same image regardless of light conditions. However, it is recommended not
to expose it to unnecessary light sources to avoid possible interferences on IR
light reﬂection. Finally, for each data frame, normalized values are encoded in a
bitmap, which is shown as the video frame.
Taking into account the previously mentioned sensor resolution (512 × 424),
the origin of the bitmap coordinate system is set at the top left corner of the
image. Then, each intensity value is high-pass ﬁltered, so those which exceed a
suﬃciently high intensity threshold are considered part of a marker and stored
into a pixel buﬀer. The pixel’s coordinates are extracted from the pixel’s index
into the frame array.
The next step is to identify which pixel corresponds to each marker (Fig. 3),
and here is where the pose estimation algorithm is applied. The estimated hip,
knee and ankle 3-D coordinates are obtained from Kinect’s body frame and
mapped from camera space point (3-D) to depth space point (2-D) [27]. Then, a
neighbourhood of pixels is set around each joint, so that the pixels stored in the
buﬀer whose coordinates are inside one neighbourhood belong to the marker of
this joint. By applying this process, not only the markers are classiﬁed, but also
any possible reﬂective element outside any neighbourhood – which is not part
of a marker – is ignored, thus reducing the algorithm workload and improving
its robustness.

Fig. 3. Reﬂective pixels: (a) reﬂective element which is not part of a marker, not
tracked, (b) knee marker pixel, (c) ankle marker pixel

It is worth noting that after classifying the reﬂective pixels, a bidimensional
point cloud is stored for each marker. In order to increase accuracy and make
it independent of the subject’s distance to the sensor and the marker size, the
midpoint of each point cloud is computed. This point represents the coordinates
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of the marker. Following this procedure, markers positions are calculated for
each sensor frame, thus performing the marker tracking.
4.2

FPPA Computing

Once markers position is obtained, those three points tracked give us enough
information to calculate FPPA. As it is a projected angle, it can be calculated
based on 2-D coordinates of markers. With this aim, two vectors are created
from the aforementioned points:
v1 = (xhip − xknee , yhip − yknee )
v2 = (xankle − xknee , yankle − yknee )

(1)
(2)

v1 goes from knee to hip and v2 from knee to ankle. As FPPA is a relative
angle and depends only on those vectors, this measurement is robust against
accidental camera rotations. Finally, FPPA is simply measured as:
F P P A = 180◦ − ∠(v1 , v2 )
4.3

(3)

Application Description

In this section, the computer application used to process and store the depth
sensor data is described. The test results are stored in the system database,
which can be edited by the expert, adding, editing or removing users. Each user
is identiﬁed by an unambiguous personal ID, which is accompanied by personal
information, such as name, height, weight and user’s personal directory path –
created automatically at this stage –, as well as some comments about possible
health conditions.
Once the users have been added to the database, the SLL test can be performed (Fig. 4). In order to ensure the right sensor connection, all features are
disabled until the sensor becomes available, and a status bar shows both sensor
connection state and overall test progress. For a better FPPA visualization, a
see-through canvas is positioned over the sensor’s image, with the same resolution, where red circles are placed onto the markers, and yellow lines between
them, in order to improve the FPPA visualization. Those shapes are attached
to the markers coordinates, so they modify their position dynamically as the
subject moves. If any marker is not tracked, those shapes related to it are not
displayed.
This application gives experts full control over the test progress. They can
select the desired subject from the database and the desired leg, as well as trigger
the test start. The test ﬁnalizes either when the expert stops it or when approximately the same position is held for two seconds. During the test performance,
FPPA is shown at runtime and each frame value is stored, with the exception of
frames where a marker is not properly detected, which are ignored. The proposed
system gives experts the chance to perform from 1 to 3 attempts with each leg,
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oﬀering individual results and information for each attempt. Once any of them
is ﬁnished, it is possible to visualize a plot of all data captured during the test,
showing the evolution of the FPPA angle (see Sect. 5). This allows experts to
go further than just analysing the FPPA value at the maximum ﬂexing point.
Although this value is stored into the database, full test data are saved to a
comma-separated values ﬁle (.csv) with the aim of giving the chance to perform an oﬄine data post-processing, and an image snapshot of the moment of
maximum FPPA is stored into subject’s personal directory.

Fig. 4. System application snapshot: SLL test window (Color ﬁgure online)

Finally, the last feature of the application is an historical representation of
any user-test combination. When single user and test are selected from two pulldown lists, the corresponding historical data values are displayed on a chart for
each leg (Fig. 5), allowing experts to inspect the subject’s FPPA progress.
4.4

Application Implementation

The application has been implemented using Microsoft .NET framework, which
provides hardware platform independence – the programs written for .NET
framework execute in a software environment, in contrast to hardware environment ones. For the UI design, Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF)
framework has been used, so the application has been deployed as standalone
desktop program.
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Fig. 5. System application snapshot: historical value chart

The test results data and the patient proﬁle information are stored in a
local database, as explained in Sect. 4.3. The system storage functionality relies
on a local SQLite database [28] deployed in the user’s computer storage disk.
SQLite has been chosen due to system characteristics such as small amount of
stored data and non-concurrent queries. This database engine adjusts to the
characteristics of this system, since the amount of data managed is able to ﬁt
in a single disk ﬁle and there will not be concurrent writers. It oﬀers a good
trade-oﬀ between performance and simplicity, making it better for our system
than a client/server database engine. Two tables have been created for this case,
to decouple sensitive information and procure data anonymisation. The ﬁrst one
stores subjects’ personal information while the second one stores test data, and
both are related by subject ID number.
In order to provide graphical representation of the test FPPA values and the
historical results, Dynamic Data Display open-source library [29] has been used,
which allows us to create interactive 2-D plots in an easy way.

5

Discussion

The automatic marker tracking system presented in this work provides real-time
FPPA computing, thus requiring much less time investment than oﬄine video
analysis, which is the main improvement of this work in relation to the oﬄine
analysis. In addition, the application described in Sect. 4.3 provides the opportunity to analyse not only the ﬁnal FPPA value, but also all values registered
during the SLL test performance (Fig. 6), which is signiﬁcantly time consuming
through oﬄine analysis. The application also manages the information of both
patients and tests results, simplifying the expert’s normal routine.
However, despite all the aforementioned improvements, it is still a 2-D analysis system, so it suﬀers from the practical limitations of this type of analysis
– limited joint rotation measurement –, and its eﬀectiveness cannot be compared with 3-D analysis. However, as mentioned in Sect. 2, 2-D analysis has
been demonstrated to be eﬀective in screening knee-joint FPPA.
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Fig. 6. SLL test data

6

Conclusions

Oﬄine 2-D video analysis is an extended method to quantify knee FPPA, which
has been demonstrated to be eﬀective in estimating ACL and PFPS risk. However, traditional procedures like 2-D oﬄine video analysis require large time
investments. In this paper we have presented an automatic 2-D video analysis
system to support experts during the FPPA measurement. The process involves
using a depth sensor to track the position of three reﬂective markers attached
to the subject’s hip, knee and ankle joints. The FPPA is dynamically measured
based on the marker’s position, during a SLL test.
We also presented the main features of a computer application which computes the FPPA and stores the results of the test, allowing experts to analyse
FPPA evolution during the whole test, and a historical representation of the
evolution of the subject’s knee angle.
We are working on many improvements that will be introduced soon and
could lead to an extended version of this paper. An important one will be that
the system autonomously gives the experts indications about subject’s injury
risk and possible actions to take, based on both current and previous FPPA
values existent in the database. In addition, the spread of the measurements
could be analysed in order to automatically detect potentially wrong results of
the test and recommend the performance of more attempts. More tests will be
also introduced in the system, as well as new useful measurements for these tests.
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